Quoth the raven
duo instrumental
Betsy Jolas

Date: 1993
Note: Commande de la Fondation SACEM. - Date de composition : 1993. - 1re exécution : Chambéry, 7 janvier 1994, par Bernard Yannotta (clarinette) et Michel Dalberto (piano)
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Editions of this work

partitions

Quoth the raven...
pour clarinette en si bémol et piano...
Material description: 1 partition (7 p.) : couv. ill. ; 31 cm
Compositeur: Betsy Jolas
Link: catalogue

Pages in data.bnf.fr

Related authors

Authors related to Quoth the raven

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Quoth the raven in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue
https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb147937500

Sources

Site de la compositrice (2012-01-05) (This site has been archived by the BnF since the 22/03/2003)

IRCAM (2011-01-05) (This site has been archived by the BnF since the 29/03/2002)

Grove music online (2011-01-05)